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Summer Reading Selection for AP Literature:  
Welcome to Advanced Placement English Literature & Composition! In this seminar we will 
examine literary texts from three categories: Recent Publications (since 1980), Twentieth Century 
Publications, and “Classics” (written prior to 1900).  This college-level, full-year course is 
concerned primarily with understanding, analyzing, writing, and rewriting about literature and is 
designed to comply with the requirements described in the AP English Course Description 
provided by The College Board.   
 
As you read from a variety of selected texts, you will be asked to analyze the relationships 
between characters, the impact of environmental surroundings, social and cultural norms, and 
cross-textual connections. The thematic organization (“The Tragic Figure in Literature”) is broad 
enough to allow for substitutions and additions of texts as needed.  Your dedication to the 
assigned reading and overall effort on the written projects will ultimately prepare you for the 
exam in May. The first step of AP Literature will be your commitment to the summer reading.  
 
If you do your reading early in the summer, you should review the texts a week or two before 
returning to school. Part of your inquiry will involve taking notes and annotating the text itself: be 
sure to look up words you don’t know and underline memorable sentences, passages, phrases and 
crucial details (character names, places, events, themes) in the work. After you’ve read the book, 
considered it carefully and perhaps even read some reviews and/or scholarly criticism.  
 
Yearly Theme: What is the human experience, and how does it differ person-to-person, 
environment-to-environment, and situation-to-situation? 
 
Required Summer Reading: Students must read BOTH of the following titles. 
(Before reading, peruse the synopsis of each work.) 
 
The Awakening, Kate Chopin ISBN: 978-1548340919 
Catch 22, Joseph Heller ISBN: 978-1451626650 
 
Essential Question: In The Awakening by Kate Chopin, and Catch 22 by Joseph Heller the 
concept of violence permeates throughout both stories. For Edna Pontellier in Chopin’s text, it is 
a psychological violence: a slow rejection of society’s expectation of what it means to be 
feminine, wife, mother, woman.  However, in Heller’s work, the violence and death of war 
Yossarian experiences is physical and represented as a matter of daily life and circumstance.  
How are both Pontellier and Yossarian’s notion of brutality the direct result of their individual 
conditions? 
 
Please send your theses to me at jhamilton@whschool.org no later than August 15, 2017. Once 
your thesis meets my approval, you may write the brief 4-5 paragraph expository essay. We will 
discuss the paper during the first two weeks of class, but if you have any questions please feel 
free to send me an email. The paper is due on September 15, 2017. No late essays or exceptions 
will be made. 
 
New students who are accepted to Wardlaw+Hartridge before August 15 are expected to 
complete the summer assignment if they are looking to gain acceptance into the AP Literature 
course. Those accepted after August 15 will be responsible for acquiring the text(s) and need to 
contact me prior to the start of school for amended requirements. 


